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1. Introduction
Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc. has filed this 505(b)(2) NDA for fosaprepitant for injection, 
150 mg, which relies on the FDA’s findings of safety and efficacy of the reference listed drug, 
Emend (fosaprepitant) for injection. NDA 022023 for Emend was originally approved in 
January 2008. The drug product, Fosaprepitant for injection, has the same active ingredient, 
dosage form, strength, route of administration, dosing regimen and indications as the reference 
drug, Emend for injection. Both products contain 18.8 mg of edetate disodium as a chelating 
agent. 

The active pharmaceutical ingredient, fosaprepitant, is a phosphorylated dimeglumine salt of 
aprepitant. It is rapidly converted in vivo to aprepitant. Fosaprepitant is a substance P/ 
neurokinin 1 (NK1) receptor antagonist. Fosaprepitant for injection is supplied in a single-dose 
glass vial containing 150 mg fosaprepitant equivalent to 245.3 mg of fosaprepitant 
dimeglumine salt as a sterile lyophilized powder for reconstitution. The inactive ingredients in 
the drug product are the following: edetate disodium (18.8 mg), meglumine (75 mg), povidone 
K12 (600 mg), and water for injection. Hydrochloric acid and/or meglumine may have been 
added for pH adjustment. 

The recommended dosage in adults is 150 mg fosaprepitant as an intravenous infusion over 20 
to 30 minutes approximately 30 minutes prior to chemotherapy. 

2. Background
Chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting (CINV) is the most common side effect of cancer 
treatments. CINV is classified into acute (symptoms occurring within 24 hours) and delayed 
(symptoms persisting up to 120 hours). There are a number of oral, intravenous, subcutaneous 
and transdermal treatments available to control CINV. Often CINV treatments include a 
combination of corticosteroids with 5-hydroxytyramine (5-HT3) antagonists such as 
ondansetron, palonosetron etc. or neurokinin-1 (NK1) receptor antagonists such as aprepitant, 
rolapitant etc. 

Fosaprepitnat is a phosphorylated prodrug of aprepitant which is a selective high-affinity 
antagonist of substance P/neurokinin 1 (NK1) receptors. Fosaprepitant hydrolyses in vivo to 
aprepitant. Aprepitant has little or no affinity for serotonin, dopamine and corticosteroid 
receptors. Aprepitant augments the antiemetic activity of the 5-HT3-receptor antagonist 
ondansetron and the corticosteroid dexamethasone and inhibits both the acute and delayed 
phases of cisplatin-induced emesis.

There were no pre-submission regulatory activities or meetings held related to this 505 (b)(2) 
NDA. No clinical studies were conducted in support of this NDA. No nonclinical studies were 
submitted in this NDA. The applicant relied on the Agency’s safety and efficacy findings for 
the listed drug Emend for injection, NDA 022023. 

A biowaiver for in vivo BA/BE studies under 21 CFR 320.24(b)(6) was granted because the 
proposed drug product contains the same active ingredient in the same concentration as the 
listed drug, Emend for injection, and adequate justification was provided supporting the relative 
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4. Nonclinical Pharmacology/Toxicology
In support of the nonclinical safety, the applicant did not submit any nonclinical study reports 
in this NDA. A comprehensive nonclinical pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, general 
toxicology, genotoxicity, reproductive toxicity and carcinogenicity studies of aprepitant and 
fosaprepitant were conducted in the NDA of the reference drug, Emend for injection, 150 mg.  
Safety pharmacology and repeat dose toxicology studies with fosaprepitant did not raise any 
safety concerns.

The exposure levels for the excipients, Povidone K12 and meglumine are justified by clinical 
experience with other marketed products containing higher levels of these excipients and by 
findings of nonclinical toxicology studies in rats. Thus, there are no safety concerns for any 
excipients in the proposed drug at the proposed levels.

The impurities and degradants in the drug products were controlled per ICH Q3A and ICH 
Q3B(R2) and are acceptable. The residual solvents are controlled per ICH Q3C and there are 
no safety concerns for the residual solvents in the drug product. 

The applicant submitted a toxicological evaluation of extractables from the primary packaging 
components of the drug product. The extractable levels from the glass vial and rubber stopper 
did not raise any safety concerns. 

(See Section 7 for clinical review regarding the difference in the EDTA concentration of this 
product and the currently marketed product)

5. Clinical Pharmacology/Biopharmaceutics 
Teva Pharmaceuticals USA did not conduct any new clinical study and clinical pharmacology 
study. The applicant requested a biowaiver of BA/BE requirement per 21 CFR 320.22(a) for 
this drug product. 

In accordance with 21 CFR 320.24(b)(6) the applicant has provided adequate information to 
establish a biobridge between the relative bioavailability of the drug product and Agency’s 
finding of safety and efficacy of the Reference Listed Drug, Emend for injection, 150 mg. 
Therefore, additional in vivo bioequivalence (BE) bridging study is not needed.

6. Clinical Microbiology 
 Not applicable

7. Clinical/Statistical- Efficacy
The proposed drug product has the same active ingredient, dosage form, strength, route of 
administration, dosing regimen and indications as the reference listed drug, Emend for 
injection. The proposed drug product differs from the listed drug with respect to the inactive 
ingredients. The safety and efficacy of the proposed drug product is expected to be same as the 
listed drug. The applicant did not conduct any clinical trials instead relied on the Agency’s 
previous finding of safety and efficacy for the listed drug, Emend for injection, 150 mg.
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8. Safety
No new clinical trials were conducted in support of this 505 (b)(2) NDA instead the applicant 
relied on the Agency’s findings of safety and efficacy of the listed drug, Emend for injection, 
150 mg. The clinical safety of fosaprepitant and aprepitant is well-established in adult CINV 
patients (NDA 022023 and NDA 21549). 

The only difference between the proposed drug and the reference drug is that the proposed 
drug contained Povidone K12 and meglumine as excipients instead of polysorbate, lactose 
anhydrous and sodium hydroxide. These excipients were deemed acceptable by the nonclinical 
reviewer.  The difference in the excipients did not expect to affect in vivo performance of the 
proposed product a biowaiver was granted by the biopharm reviewer. 

The recently approved Emend (fosaprepitant) for injection formulation contains 5.4 mg of 
edetate disodium (EDTA) compared to 18.8 mg in the proposed product. EDTA has been used 
as an excipient in several FDA approved products. Trace amount of divalent metal ions could 
form insoluble salts resulting in precipitates. EDTA chelates with the metal ions to eliminate 
precipitates in the drug product. Though the amount of EDTA is reduced in the new Emend 
formulation the safety of 18.8 mg of EDTA in pediatric patient is unclear. The proposed dose 
is intended for adults only and the applicant has clarified that they do not intend to seek a 
pediatric indication for this product. 

The safety implications of the amount of EDTA were investigated by the clinical reviewer (see 
Dr. Sandhya Apparaju’s review for complete details) and it was concluded that EDTA 
exposures from potential clinically relevant doses of fosaprepitant for injection are unlikely to 
produce a clinically meaningful hypocalcemia in pediatric CINV patients. EDTA in this 
formulation did not result in clinically relevant electrolyte changes in vulnerable adult patients. 

Evaluation of approved products e.g. Amphotec, Depacon, Aloxy etc. for pediatric CINV 
provide EDTA dose up to 11 mg in pediatric patients <12 y/o. These EDTA exposures are 
comparable to that anticipated at pediatric relevant doses of fosaprepitant IV of 3 mg/kg. 

A review of published literature and FAERS database identified several cases of anaphylaxis/ 
anaphylactic shock with additional symptoms, as well as an increased incidence of infusion 
site reactions. Overall, the proposed drug product is deemed safe for its intended use in the 
proposed adult CINV population.

Povidone K12 is used as a  agent in the proposed drug formulation. The 
nonclinical perspective it was deemed safe at the proposed amount. In addition based on the 
literature search to identify any other potential safety issues the clinical reviewer concluded 
that there are no safety concerns with the use of povidone K12 in the proposed formulation 
from the clinical perspective. The proposed product is intended for intermittent, single dose 
usage in conjunction with chemotherapy. Thus it appears that any accumulation concerns are 
further mitigated, concluded the clinical reviewer.

There are other FDA approved IV products containing meglumine as a salt e.g. Conray 
injection, Multihance, etc. The amount of meglumine in the proposed formulation is 
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acceptable from a clinical perspective and no specific concerns relevant to the proposed drug 
were noted upon literature search. 

The overall conclusion by the medical reviewer was that there were no new safety issues. Dr. 
Sandhya Apparaju, the clinical reviewer, recommended the approval of this NDA for the same 
indications and target populations as Emend for injection, 150 mg. post-market risk evaluation 
and/or mitigation are not recommended.

9. Advisory Committee Meeting
An Advisory Committee Meeting was not conducted as the safety profile is similar to that of 
the approved referenced product.

10. Pediatrics
The Applicant is seeking an indication in adult CINV patients, and has clarified that they do 
not intend to seek a pediatric indication for their drug product.  Since the Applicant is not 
proposing a new active ingredient, a new dosage form, a new dosing regimen, or a new route 
of administration, per Section 505(a)(1) of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, the Pediatric 
Research Equity Act does not apply to this application.

11.Other Relevant Regulatory Issues
The applicant stated that the financial certification/disclosure statement is not applicable to this 
application, as no bioequivalence studies were conducted. There are no financial disclosure 
issues.

The listed drug, Emend for injection, under NDA 022023 from Merck and Co., Inc. has one 
unexpired US patent listed in the Orange Book.

US Patent No. 5691336 – Expiry Date: March 4, 2019 

The expiration date of the marketing exclusivity of the listed drug Emend for injection, 150 
mg is February 1, 2019.

Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc. provided a statement indicating that they do not intend to 
market the proposed product prior to the expiration date of February 1, 2019 exclusivity 
period.

Based upon this information it is acceptable to proceed with a tentative approval of this 
product as recommended by the 505(b)(2) committee.  In addition, because the sponsor will 
not be able to market this product until the patent expires, it is acceptable to send a tentative 
label without the exclusivity carve outs. 

There are no other unresolved relevant regulatory issues.
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12.Labeling
The proposed PI and PPI for Fosaprepitant for injection substantially similar to the listed drug, 
Emend for injection (NDA 022023). 

In addition to primary review disciplines, the labeling was also reviewed by Division of 
Pediatric and Maternal Health (DPMH), Division of Medication Error Prevention and Analysis 
(DMEPA), Division of Medical Policy Programs (DMPP) and Office of Prescription Drug 
Promotion (OPDP).

In the highlights section of the PI the following changes were made. According to the USP salt 
policy the drug name contains the name of the active moiety instead of the active ingredient, 
salt. The proposed drug product name is changed from “Fosaprepitant dimeglumine” to 
“Fosaprepitant”.

HIGHLIGHTS OF PRESCRIBING INFORMATION

FOSAPREPITANT for injection, for intravenous use

In Warning and Precautions section additional hypersensitivity reactions were added as per 
Emend for injection PI approved in August 2017. 

-------------------WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS------------------
 Hypersensitivity Reactions (including anaphylaxis and anaphylactic shock): May occur during or soon after infusion. If

symptoms occur, discontinue the drug. Do not reinitiate Fosaprepitant for Injection if symptoms occur with first-time use. (4, 
5.2)

FULL PRESCRIBING INFORMATION
Sec. 5.2 Hypersensitivity Reactions and Sec. 6.2 Postmarketing Experience were revised to 
add hypersensitivity reactions per Emend for injection PI approved in August 2017.

5.2 Hypersensitivity Reactions
Serious hypersensitivity reactions, including anaphylaxis and anaphylactic shock, during infusion or soon after infusion of fosaprepitant 
have occurred.  Symptoms including flushing, erythema, dyspnea, hypotension and syncope have been reported [see Adverse Reactions 
(6.2)].

Monitor patients during and after infusion. If hypersensitivity reactions occur, discontinue the infusion and administer appropriate 
medical therapy. Do not reinitiate Fosaprepitant for Injection in patients who experience these symptoms with first-time use [see 
Contraindications (4)].

6.2 Postmarketing Experience
Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders  pruritus, rash, urticaria, Stevens-Johnson syndrome/toxic epidermal necrolysis [see Warnings 
and Precautions (5.2)].

Sec. 8.1 Pregnancy was revised to include drug-associated developmental outcomes and risk of 
birth defect, loss or other adverse outcomes consistent with the Pregnancy and Lactation 
Labeling Rule (PLLR) format.

8.1 Pregnancy
Risk Summary
There are no available data on fosaprepitant use in pregnant women to inform a drug-associated risk of adverse developmental 
outcomes. In animal reproduction studies, no adverse developmental effects were observed in rats or rabbits exposed during the period 
of organogenesis to systemic exposures (AUC) approximately equivalent to the exposure at the recommended human dose (RHD) of 
150 mg [see Data].
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1 Glossary 
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1 Executive Summary 

 Product Introduction 1.1.

NDA 210064 seeks the approval of fosaprepitant, a phosphorylated prodrug of aprepitant, 
which is a substance P/neurokinin 1 (NK1) receptor antagonist.  The active ingredient is a salt 
(fosaprepitant dimeglumine) and the active moiety is fosaprepitant, which corresponds to the 
150 mg strength. The proposed formulation is a sterile lyophilized powder in a single dose glass 
vial for reconstitution and administration as an intravenous injection.  When injected 
intravenously, the prodrug undergoes hydrolysis into the active moiety aprepitant, which acts 
centrally at the NK1 receptors to exhibit anti-emetic properties. 
 
The Applicant’s proposed indications and dosing regimen are identical to EMEND® for Injection.  
Fosaprepitant for Injection, in combination with other antiemetic agents, is proposed for use in 
adults for the prevention of: 
 

• Acute and delayed nausea and vomiting associated with initial and repeat courses of 
HEC including high-dose cisplatin. 

• Delayed nausea and vomiting associated with initial and repeat courses of MEC. 
 
The proposed dosage in adults is 150 mg on Day 1 as an intravenous infusion over 20 to 30 
minutes approximately 30 minutes prior to chemotherapy.  No new clinical trials have been 
conducted in support of this 505(b)(2)NDA.   The applicant is primarily relying upon the safety 
and efficacy of the listed drug (LD) EMEND® (fosaprepitant) for Injection, NDA 22023.   The 
proposed and listed drug products are identical with respect to the active pharmaceutical 
ingredients (API), dosage form, route of administration, and dosing regimen. The products 
differ only with respect to inactive ingredients. 

Reviewer Comment: Pediatric clinical trials for the LD are currently ongoing. The applicant for 
the proposed fosaprepitant IV product is not pursuing a pediatric indication for CINV. Also, note 
that the LD is not indicated for the treatment of established nausea and vomiting in any 
population (Limitation of Use). 

 Conclusions on the Substantial Evidence of Effectiveness  1.2.

No assessment of effectiveness is warranted for the proposed drug product, as this 505(b)(2) 
NDA relies upon the findings of efficacy for the listed drug [EMEND® (fosaprepitant) for 
Injection, NDA 22023]. Consistent with 21 CFR 320.24 (b)(6) the applicant submitted a 
justification for the differences in the inactive ingredients, and in the physiochemical properties 
between the proposed and LD products thus providing a biobridge to the FDA’s previously 
established findings of safety and efficacy for the LD. 
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 Benefit-Risk Assessment 1.3.
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Benefit-Risk Summary and Assessment 
 
Chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting (CINV) is the most common and distressing side effect of cancer treatments. CINV is further 
classified into 1) acute phase (symptoms occurring within 0-24 hours (h) after the start of chemotherapy) and 2) delayed phase (symptoms 
persisting from 24 h to 120 h after initiation of chemotherapy).  Chemotherapy agents are classified as posing a high, medium, low, or minimal 
risk for causing CINV. Controlling CINV is essential for successful completion of cancer chemotherapy regimens and maintaining a good quality 
of life in patients.  Several treatment options are available in various dosage forms and routes of administration (e.g. oral, intravenous, 
subcutaneous, transdermal).  Treatment guidelines differ by the type of chemotherapy regimen, and typically include a combination of 
corticosteroids with drugs from one or more of the following classes: 5-HT3 antagonists (e.g., ondansetron, palonosetron, granisetron), NK1 
receptor antagonists (e.g., aprepitant, fosaprepitant, rolapitant), and combination regimens [e.g., netupitant and palonosetron (Akynzeo®)].   
 
No new clinical trials for efficacy were conducted in support of this 505(b)(2) NDA, which differs from the listed drug in only the inactive 
ingredients.  The applicant is relying upon the efficacy of the LD.  In patients receiving HEC, the percentage of patients with no vomiting and no 
use of rescue therapy (i.e. complete response, CR) with EMEND® for Injection (administered along with ondansetron and dexamethasone; i.e. 
standard therapy) were 71.9 % and 74.3 % in the overall (0-120 h), and delayed phases of CINV respectively. This rate was non-inferior to oral 
EMEND® (72.3 % and 74.2 % in the overall and delayed phases of CINV, respectively).  In patients receiving MEC, the CR rate for EMEND® for 
Injection, given in combination with standard therapy was 78.9% for the delayed phase, and was superior to the standard therapy alone 
(68.5%). 
 
No new safety studies were conducted in support of this 505(b)(2) NDA. The risks of fosaprepitant in CINV patients were evaluated in the 
clinical trials conducted for the LD. The risk information from the labeling of EMEND® for Injection lists the most common adverse reactions 
with fosaprepitant as fatigue, diarrhea, neutropenia, asthenia, anemia, peripheral neuropathy, leukopenia, dyspepsia, urinary tract infection, 
and pain in extremity.  Important warnings and precautions include the potential for drug-drug interactions with CYP3A4 substrates, inhibitors 
or inducers, potential for fosaprepitant to decrease the INR or prothrombin time with warfarin, and potential to decrease the efficacy of 
hormonal contraceptives requiring use of back up contraception.  The two other important adverse event (AE) categories relate to 
hypersensitivity reactions including anaphylaxis and infusion site reactions, both of which are noted in the post-marketing experience with 
fosaprepitant. 
 
The proposed drug product contains a higher amount of edetate disodium (EDTA, 18.8 mg per vial), compared to the LD which was recently 
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2 Therapeutic Context 

 Analysis of Condition 2.1.

Chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting (CINV) is the most common, and perhaps the most 
distressing, adverse event of cancer treatment.  It causes severe discomfort and adversely 
influences the quality of life in patients.  CINV is generally categorized into two phases: acute, 
occurring within the first 24 hours of chemotherapy, and delayed, occurring 24h to 120h 
following the initiation of chemotherapy.  Several patient and drug related factors impact the 
likelihood and severity of CINV. Patient factors that predispose to CINV include poor general 
health, female gender, presence of psychological disorders such as anxiety, history of emesis 
during prior chemotherapy, history of motion sickness or excessive emesis during pregnancy, 
presence of dehydration, co-existing conditions and certain concomitant treatments.   The type 
of chemotherapy itself is an important determinant for CINV. Cancer treatments are 
categorized as high- (> 90%), moderate- (30%-90%), low- (10%-30%), and minimal- (< 10%) risk 
emetogenic chemotherapy regimens depending on the percentage of treated population who 
are likely to experience emesis when treated with these drugs.  In patients receiving 
combination chemotherapy, the drug with the highest emetogenic risk defines the overall CINV 
risk of the regimen.   

 Analysis of Current Treatment Options 2.2.

While the availability of novel chemotherapy agents serves to combat the disease and improve 
the lifespan of patients, a parallel development of effective anti-emetic agents is equally 
essential.  Emesis is a natural protective mechanism that occurs in response to exposure to 
toxic agents and results from signals triggered by pathways in both the brain and 
gastrointestinal (GI) tract.  Several neurotransmitters are involved in this physiologically 
complex process. The most important neuro-receptors are the 5-hydroxytryptamine 3 (5HT3) or 
serotonin receptors, the dopamine receptors, and the neurokinin (NK)-1 receptor; others 
include receptors for histamine, endorphins, acetylcholine, cannabinoids, and gamma-amino 
butyric acid (GABA). Antagonists to one or more of these receptors form the basis of 
pharmacologic emesis control. Since multiple receptors are often involved in an emesis event, 
an effective anti-emetic regimen often combines drugs from more than one class. 

 
Table 1 below summarizes the two major classes of anti-emetics, which are widely used for 
CINV in combination with corticosteroids.  
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3 Regulatory Background 

 U.S. Regulatory Actions and Marketing History 3.1.

Fosaprepitant is a phosphorylated pro-drug of aprepitant, which is the first approved NK1 
receptor antagonist for CINV. EMEND® (fosaprepitant) for Injection (eq. 115 mg base/vial) 
received initial U.S. FDA approval on 01/25/2008 [NDA 22023]. It was initially approved for use 
in combination with other antiemetic agents for the prevention of acute and delayed CINV 
associated with initial and repeat courses of HEC, and for the prevention of CINV associated 
with initial and repeat courses of MEC.  Subsequently, a new dosing regimen was approved 
whereby a single 150 mg dose was approved for the prevention of CINV in the HEC population 
(11/12/2010) and in the MEC population (02/01/2016).  The approval of the 150 mg single dose 
replaced the 115 mg dosing regimen.  The intravenous formulation is approved for use in 
adults, and pediatric clinical trials for fosaprepitant (LD) are ongoing. 

 
On 12/02/2016, a formulation change was approved for the LD as a CMC supplement. The 
amount of the chelating agent EDTA was reduced from 18.8 mg to 5.4 mg.  This change was 
made in response to the unknown safety impact in pediatrics and the LD Sponsor’s intent to 
study EMEND® for Injection in pediatric patients (under PREA PMRs). The proposed 505(b)(2) 
NDA formulation contains 18.8mg EDTA and is not planned for pediatric use.  Please refer to 
Section 8.5.1 for a detailed discussion.   

 
The active drug, aprepitant, is approved as EMEND® capsules [initial approval on 03/26/2003, 
NDA 021549, Merck]. Oral aprepitant is now approved for CINV in both adults and pediatric 
patients. An oral suspension was approved on 12/17/2015 under NDA 207865 (Merck) to allow 
dosing in patients ≥ 6 months of age and older.   

 Summary of Presubmission/Submission Regulatory Activity 3.2.

There were no pre-submission regulatory activities or meetings related to this NDA. NDA 
210064 for fosaprepitant for injection was submitted on 12/16/2016 as a 505(b)(2) application 
referencing the safety and efficacy findings for the LD, EMEND for Injection (NDA 22023). The 
PDUFA goal date for NDA 210064 is 10/16/2017. 

 Foreign Regulatory Actions and Marketing History 3.3.

The proposed injectable formulation for Fosaprepitant by Teva Pharmaceuticals is not approved 
outside of the United States. However, the LD has been approved in the U.S. since 2008. 
Fosaprepitant is also approved under various tradenames in other countries. 
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addition, the drug reconstitution, dilution instructions, and intravenous administration 
instructions are identical.   The final pH ), osmolality (  mOsm/kg), viscosity (  
mm2/s) and specific gravity (  g/cm3) for the proposed and LD products are also 
comparable.  The differences are with respect to qualitative and quantitative composition of 
their inactive ingredients.  The proposed formulation does not contain polysorbate 80 and 
lactose anhydrous. Instead, it contains Povidone K12, and additional meglumine.  EDTA is 
present at a higher amount (18.8 mg per vial) in the proposed drug product, compared to the 
reformulated LD, which contains 5.4 mg EDTA per vial.   

Reviewer Comment: The differences in excipients between the proposed and LD products are 
discussed from a clinical perspective in section 8.5 of this review.  Overall, there are no 
significant concerns from a clinical perspective regarding the proposed excipients for the 
proposed indication.  Refer to the chemistry, biopharmaceutics, and Pharmacology-Toxicology 
(nonclinical) reviews for a discipline-specific assessment of the proposed inactive ingredients. 

 Quality Assessment- Biopharmaceutics 4.2.1.

The Applicant requested a biowaiver for Fosaprepitant for Injection per 21 CFR 320.24 (b)(6) 
since their proposed product contains the same active ingredient in the same concentration as 
the approved reference product, Emend® (fosaprepitant) Injection; however, the two 
formulations differ in their inactive ingredients. 

The biopharmaceutics reviewers Dr. Kelly Kitchens and Dr. Tien Mien Chen concluded the 
following in their NDA review dated 06/16/2017:  

“The Applicant provided adequate justification for the differences in the inactive ingredients, 
and in the physiochemical properties between the proposed and listed drug products. 
Consistent with 21 CFR 320.24 (b)(6), FDA deemed the information supporting the relative 
bioavailability of Teva’s proposed drug product to the listed drug to be adequate, and a 
biobridge has been established to the Agency’s finding of safety and effectiveness for the listed 
drug. Thus, an additional in vivo bioequivalence (BE) bridging study is not needed. From the 
Biopharmaceutics perspective, NDA 210064 for Fosaprepitant Dimeglumine for Injection, Eq. 
150 mg base/vial is recommended for approval.” 

Reviewer Comment: Refer to the biopharmaceutics review dated 06/16/2016 in Panorama for a 
detailed assessment of the biobridge.  In this review, the biopharmaceutics reviewer noted, 
“Edetate disodium was added to the formulation in the same quantity as added to the Emend 
formulation”.  

It should be noted that during the time of drug development and submission of the 505(b)(2) 
NDA, the labeling for the LD product (EMEND for Injection) indicated the same amount of EDTA 
(18.8 mg) as in the proposed product. There would not be any concerns regarding the activity of 
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the active moiety with this amount of EDTA.  However, due to a subsequent reformulation of the 
LD to reduce the amount of EDTA (5.4 mg), the LD labeling has since been revised. See section 
8.5 of this review for a clinical perspective. 

 Quality Assessment- Chemistry Manufacturing and Controls 4.2.2.

Drug Substance Review: Drs’. Friedrich Burnett (primary) and Donna Christner (secondary) 
conclude in their review dated 08/04/2017 that the information provided for the drug 
substance supports the approval of NDA 210064.  The reviewers’ findings are summarized 
below; please refer to the above referenced review for details.  The Applicant has adequately 
detailed the manufacturing process for the drug substance, including the proposed controls for 
raw materials, reagents and solvents, control of critical process steps and intermediates, and 
the process validation.  The development work for the manufacturing process was reviewed 
under the DMF and found to be adequate, as was the elucidation of structure, the 
characterization of impurities/degradants, and stability data. The container closure system was 
deemed adequate and suitable for use.  

Drug Product Review: Drs’. Sarah Ibrahim and Moo Jhong Rhee conclude in their review dated 
06/07/2017 that the NDA is recommended for approval from the drug product perspective.   
The reviewers note that the Applicant has provided sufficient information on the proposed 
product design, commercial formulation, dosage form, compatibility, specification, and overall 
control strategy of the drug product.  Please refer to the above referenced review for details. 

Process Review: Drs’. Li Shan Hsieh and N. Chidambaram conclude in their process review 
dated 05/04/2017 that the manufacturing process is satisfactory. The reviewers note that the 
“manufacturing process consists of  

  Master batch records are 
provided, complying with 505b2 regulations. The manufacturing process step has been studied 
systematically using risk assessment based on manufacturing the exhibit batches from two 
different manufacturing facilities with different scales. The process appears to be validated for 
consistently delivering quality product”.   Please refer to the above referenced review for 
details. 

Microbiology Review: Drs’. Yuansha Chen and Neal Sweeney conclude in their review dated 
06/23/2017 that the application is recommended for approval on the basis of sterility 
assurance. There are no outstanding issues remaining from a microbiology perspective. Please 
refer to the above referenced review for details. 

Reviewer Comment: At the time of writing this review, there were pending issues related to the 
inspection of a facility.  Please refer to the final CMC review/executive summary once it is 
available, for details in this regard. 
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 Clinical Microbiology 4.3.

 N/A 

  Nonclinical Pharmacology/Toxicology 4.4.

Non-clinical reviewer for this NDA, Dr. Sushanta Chakder concluded in his review dated 
9/7/2017 that no nonclinical approvability issues have been identified for NDA 210064. In his 
review, Dr. Sushanta Chakder concluded absence of safety concerns regarding the proposed 
excipients. Specifically, Dr. Chakder noted, “The safety of the exposure levels for Providone K12 
and meglumine, are justified by clinical experience and/or nonclinical safety data with these 
two excipients.”  

 
Dr. Chakder also addressed a potential clinical scenario where two drugs containing Povidone 
K12 may be coadministered (docetaxel and fosaprepitant): “The NOAEL dose of 837 mg/kg in 
rats provides about 36 times safety margins for the potential Providone exposure from the co-
administration of the two drugs. Thus, there is a reasonable assurance of safety for the 
Povidone exposure to a patient from the potential administration of the two drug products”. 

 
Regarding EDTA, Dr. Chakder concluded, “The level of EDTA (18.8 mg/vial) present in 
fosaprepitant dimeglumine injection is present in FDA approved products indicated for adult 
patients, and there are no safety concerns for the EDTA levels in the fosaprepitant dimeglumine 
injection formulation”. 

Reviewer Comment: Reviewer concurs with the nonclinical assessment of excipient safety as it 
relates to Povidone K12, meglumine and EDTA, in the target adult CINV population.  Refer to 
section 8.5 of this review for a clinical perspective on the proposed excipients, including EDTA 
especially from an off-label use perspective in pediatric patients.  Please refer to the above 
referenced review by Dr. Chakder for details of nonclinical assessment.   

 Clinical Pharmacology 4.5.

No new Clinical Pharmacology information was included in this 505(b)(2) NDA. The Office of 
Clinical Pharmacology deemed the application acceptable. See the final Clinical Pharmacology 
review by Dr. Dilara Jappar in DARRTS, dated 07/14/2017.   

Reviewer Comment: No new Clinical Pharmacology information was included in this NDA. 
Reviewer concurs with the Clinical Pharmacology perspective that the application is acceptable. 

 Mechanism of Action 4.5.1.

As per the Emend package insert.  
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 Pharmacodynamics 4.5.2.

As per the Emend package insert.  
 

 Pharmacokinetics 4.5.3.

As per the Emend package insert.  

 Devices and Companion Diagnostic Issues 4.6.

This section is not applicable as there are no devices or diagnostics associated with this 
NDA. 

 Consumer Study Reviews 4.7.

No consumer studies were conducted in the context of this 505(b)(2) NDA.  The dosage 
form, route of administration, and dose are identical to the listed drug. 

5 Sources of Clinical Data and Review Strategy 

 Table of Clinical Studies 5.1.

This section is not relevant, as no clinical trials were conducted. 
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 Review Strategy 5.2.

 
The applicant is relying upon the safety and efficacy of the listed drug EMEND® for injection.  
Therefore, the following sections of the review template are not relevant for this NDA:  Sections 
6.0 [Review of relevant individual trials used to support efficacy], 7.0 [Integrated review of 
effectiveness], specific subsections (8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.6, 8.7) of Section 8.0 [Review of Safety], and 
subsection 13.2 [Financial Disclosure]. 

6 Review of Relevant Individual Trials Used to Support Efficacy 

Not applicable. See Section 5.2. 
 
 

7 Integrated Review of Effectiveness 

Not applicable. See Section 5.2. 

8 Review of Safety 

 Safety Review Approach 8.1.

No new safety studies were conducted in support of this 505(b)(2) NDA for fosaprepitant. 
Instead the applicant submitted justification for a biobridge (reviewed by the Biopharmaceutics 
discipline), and proposed to rely upon the safety and efficacy for the LD.  The clinical safety 
assessment of this NDA included the following elements: 

 
1. Review of scientific information from the published literature and the public domain for 

new safety information pertaining to the active moieties and proposed excipients. 
2. Review of labeled safety information from the package inserts for EMEND 

(fosaprepitant) for Injection IV (NDA 22023) and EMEND (aprepitant) capsules (21549).    
3. Search of FAERS database for aprepitant and fosaprepitant as conducted by OSE/DPV I.  
4. Clinical safety assessment of the inactive ingredients Povidone K12, meglumine, and 

EDTA.  Specifically, the discrepancy between the EDTA amounts in the proposed drug 
and the LD products, including the safety implications for pediatric off-label use, are 
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addressed. 
5. Assessment of pediatric off-label use potential for EMEND® IV through review of current 

guidelines for pediatric CINV, drug utilization review including pediatric use, and 
scientific sources including publications and abstracts related to pediatric use. 
   

 Review of the Safety Database  8.2.

Not applicable. See Section 5.2. 
 

 Adequacy of Applicant’s Clinical Safety Assessments  8.3.

Not applicable. See Section 5.2. 
 
 

 Safety Results 8.4.

Not applicable. See Section 5.2. 
  

 Analysis of Submission-Specific Safety Issues  8.5.

As noted in Section 4.2 - Product Quality, the proposed and listed fosaprepitant IV formulations 
differ only with regard to their inactive ingredients. Safety evaluation of the differences in these 
excipients between the proposed and listed drug products is addressed below in Sections 8.5.1-
8.5.3.  

 Edetate Disodium (EDTA)  8.5.1.

EDTA is used as an excipient in several FDA-approved drug products.  In the fosaprepitant IV 
formulation, EDTA is included as a stabilizing agent to remove trace levels of divalent cations by 
chelation that would otherwise react with the drug to produce insoluble salts, resulting in drug 
product precipitation.  Concerns related to the safety of 18.8 mg EDTA in adults appear to have 
been mitigated during the review of an efficacy supplement for the single 150 mg dosing 
regimen for fosaprepitant IV in 2010. A post-hoc analysis conducted by the Sponsor at the time 
did not suggest clinically related AEs in adult patients using EMEND IV that are attributable to 
the presence of EDTA (vs. oral aprepitant).  However, the safety of 18.8 mg EDTA in pediatric 
patients is unclear.  

  
FDA expressed concerns about the safety of 18.8 mg EDTA in pediatric patients at the time of 
issuance of a Pediatric Written Request (PWR) for EMEND IV (2/2/2009). The safety concerns 
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were based in part on previous safety issues involving three approved drug products containing 
EDTA, and resulted in regulatory actions (please refer to section 8.5.1., bullet #6 of this review 
for additional details regarding these three drugs): 

 
• ENDRATE (edetate disodium) and its generic versions (approved for treatment of 

hypercalcemia), were withdrawn due to inadvertent or inappropriate use leading to deaths, 
including in children.  However, it should be noted that EDTA was the primary active 
ingredient in these formulations (not an excipient) and was administered at very large doses 
(50 mg/kg over a 3 h period, up to 3 g).  The adverse events in children were due to misuse 
or accidental use of edetate disodium (in place of edetate calcium disodium or other drugs) 
in normo-calcemic patients, resulting in critical hypocalcemia and cardiac arrest. 

• A liquid formulation of LEUKINE (sargramostim) was voluntarily recalled, after the sponsor 
identified a temporal association of increase in AEs (hypotension/syncope) with the 
addition of EDTA to the formulation.  However, available information suggests that these 
events likely resulted from a PK interaction between the biologic and EDTA, resulting in an 
altered PK profile (i.e. higher absorption), which potentially led to altered 
pharmacodynamics, rather than being specifically attributable to EDTA. 

• ACETADOTE (acetylcysteine) was reformulated post-approval to remove EDTA as a phase IV 
commitment to evaluate product stability with and without EDTA.  However, it was 
determined that the original ACETADOTE with EDTA was not withdrawn for reasons of 
safety. 

  
The Pediatric and Maternal Health staff further described the potential concern with EDTA in 
pediatric patients in historical context in a consult review for aprepitant (NDA 21549), dated 
01/03/2011. Specifically the reviewers noted, “Emend® (fosaprepitant) contains 5 times the 
level of EDTA for a product which was subsequently withdrawn from the market due to an 
increased number of adverse events (hypotension/syncope) temporally related to the addition 
of EDTA as a preservative”.   
 
To address these concerns, the Sponsor for the LD reformulated their drug product to reduce 
the amount of EDTA in the formulation for study in pediatric trials. On 12/02/2016, FDA 
approved the reformulated IV formulation containing 5.4 mg of EDTA per 150 mg dose in vial.  
To avoid having two separate formulations on the market that differed only in the amount of 
EDTA, the LD Sponsor noted that they intend to market the low-EDTA formulation for use in 
adults (and children, if a pediatric indication is approved for the LD in the future). To further 
inform dosing in pediatric trials, the PWR for the LD required a nonclinical juvenile toxicity 
study to support the safety of administration of the EDTA-containing drug product in young 
children (< 12 y/o). Per discussions with Dr. Sushanta Chakder of nonclinical, while the results of 
this juvenile dog toxicity study did not appear to suggest significant safety concerns at the 
doses evaluated, there were limitations to the study design as it related to the maximum dose 
volumes tested. Therefore, this study did not allow a conclusive safety assessment of EDTA at 
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doses > 0.75 mg/kg.  Since EDTA dose of 0.75 mg/kg can be achieved in a 25kg child when 
dosed with an adult dose (150 mg) of fosaprepitant IV containing 18.8 mg EDTA (i.e., 18.8 mg ÷ 
25 kg = 0.75 mg/kg),  the safety of 18.8 mg EDTA in patients < 25kg is not supported by 
nonclinical data.  Refer to the Pharmacology-Toxicology review by Dr. Sushanta Chakder (NDA 
22023) in DARRTs dated 09/16/2011 for details of the juvenile dog study design and results. 

 
Teva’s proposed formulation contains 18.8mg of EDTA, similar to the original LD formulation.  
The Applicant is seeking an indication in adult CINV patients, and has clarified that they do not 
intend to seek a pediatric indication for their drug product.  Since the Applicant is not proposing 
a new active ingredient, a new dosage form, a new dosing regimen, or a new route of 
administration, per Section 505(a)(1) of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, the Pediatric 
Research Equity Act (PREA) does not apply to this application. 

 
Nevertheless, the potential for off-label pediatric use exists. Additional information from 
ongoing pediatric trials with the LD containing 5.4mg of EDTA are not available at the time of 
this writing.  Therefore, given the information available at this time, a statement will be added 
to Section 8.4 of the labeling for this product 

 
. 

 
The remaining discussion in this subsection provides a detailed discussion of the evaluation 
regarding the higher amount of EDTA in the proposed formulation, and considers several 
scientific and regulatory aspects of intravenous fosaprepitant and EDTA use to describe the 
potential safety concern in the context of off-label pediatric use. Taken together, the 
information available at this time suggests that the amount of EDTA (18.8 mg) does not pose a 
significant safety risk in children. 

 
1) Assessment of the potential for EDTA to cause clinically meaningful hypocalcemia  

 
EDTA is a molecule that functions as a chelator of metal ions, including calcium, and is present 
in a number of approved drug products as an excipient.  In light of its chelation activity, a safety 
concern of interest when EDTA is an excipient is whether the amount present in the drug 
product would be expected to cause electrolyte changes such as decreased serum calcium 
concentrations. A clinically meaningful decrease in serum calcium levels (hypocalcemia) can 
cause serious adverse outcomes, such as muscle spasms, irritability, tetany, paresthesia, 
seizures, and cardiac dysrhythmias.   
 
This reviewer carried out further investigation in order to understand whether the chelating 
properties of EDTA could cause significant safety events in pediatric patients in the amount 
delivered from a dose of fosaprepitant use in CINV.  As fosaprepitant IV is not approved in the 
U.S. at this time for pediatric CINV, and pediatric clinical trials are ongoing for the LD, informal 
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calculations were carried out to estimate the maximal theoretical calcium sequestration 
capacity of EDTA from the proposed formulation at pediatric relevant doses including 3 mg/kg 
and 5 mg/kg. It should be noted that Japanese regulatory authorities recently approved 
fosaprepitant at a 3 mg/kg dose for pediatric CINV.  

For calculating calcium chelation potential of EDTA from fosaprepitant at various body weights 
(BW), we used similar assumptions as those employed in the clinical review of a Citizen’s 
Petition for ACETADOTE® (Acetylcysteine for acetaminophen overdose, NDA 21-539, refer to 
clinical review by Dr. John Troini dated 10/26/2012). The assumptions were as follows: 

MW of Na2EDTA = 336 
MW of Calcium = 40 
Binding ratio [Ca:EDTA] of 1:1 
Total ionized Ca2+ of ~ 5 mg/dL, assuming all is available for chelation 
Blood volumes of ~ 80 mL/kg in pediatric patients 

For example, at a fosaprepitant dose of 3 mg/kg (or 75 mg dose in a 25 kg BW patient), the 
proposed IV formulation would deliver 9.4 mg EDTA (or 0.38 mg/Kg). One can estimate the 
total blood Ca2+ that is potentially sequestered by this amount of EDTA as shown:  

[0.38 (EDTA in mg/Kg)*40 (MW of Calcium)] ÷ 336 (MW of Na2EDTA) = 0.045 mg Ca/Kg BW. 

In a 25 kg child, this translates to chelation of ~ 1.13 mg Ca2+ or 1.13 % of an available ionized 
calcium pool of ~ 100 mg. 

Using these assumptions, our calculations in pediatric patients over a range of body weights 
suggested that  administration of the proposed fosaprepitant IV formulation containing 18.8 mg 
EDTA per 150 mg dose, would result in chelation of ~ 1 to 2 % of the available ionized (free) 
calcium pool at pediatric relevant IV doses of 3 mg/kg and 5 mg/kg, respectively.   

A larger effect on serum ionized calcium can be expected using above theoretical calculations, 
in the event of an unlikely scenario where a fixed 150 mg fosaprepitant dose (containing 18.8 
mg EDTA) is administered to all patients irrespective of their age or BW. For example, in an 
infant weighing 6 kg, an EDTA dose of 18.8 mg from the administration of an adult 150 mg dose 
could result in chelation of ~ 9.3 % serum free calcium.   

To provide clinical context for the estimated changes in ionized calcium, normal and low ranges 
of serum calcium are described below. Serum calcium ranges are comparable between children 
and adults, with reference ranges differing somewhat across data sources. The normal range of 
total serum calcium is 8.5 - 10.5 mg/dL (2.2 - 2.6 mmol/L) and ionized serum calcium (free) is 
4.5 - 5.6 mg/dL (1.1-1.4 mmol/L).  In U.S. medical centers, mean (± SD) critical ‘low’ ionized 
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calcium limits were 0.82 ± 0.14 mmol/L (or 3.29 ± 0.56 mg/dL).  The accepted critical ‘low’ 
ionized calcium level in pediatric hospitals appears to be < 0.8 mmoL/L2,3. Critical low values of 
serum calcium - total (free) per Delmar’s Guide to Laboratory and Diagnostic Tests is as 
follows4:   
 

o Less than 2 mg/dL (< 0.5 mmol/L) may produce tetany or life-threatening complications.  
o In patients with multiple blood transfusions, 2-3 mg/dL (< 0.5-0.75 mmol/L) may require 

calcium administration.  
 
According to published ranges of serum calcium, reduction of ~ 30 % from low-normal baseline 
is considered critically low in pediatric patients, with a more than 50 % reduction resulting in 
life-threatening complications.  Therefore, a 1-2 % reduction of serum free calcium levels based 
on the EDTA dose would not be expected to cause clinically meaningful hypocalcemia.   
 
The potential for EDTA to cause clinically relevant changes in electrolytes was also assessed by 
means of literature search in the clinical review of a Citizen’s Petition for Acetadote (NDA 21-
539, 10/26/2012). That review referenced three publications, which addressed the safety of 
EDTA from Propofol formulations, in vulnerable adult populations: 

o Barr et al concluded that adding EDTA to propofol did not adversely affect cation 
homeostasis or renal function in ICU patients with renal insufficiency. The mean EDTA 
dose in this study was 17.4 ± 31.29, comparable to the EDTA in the proposed 
fosaprepitant formulation5.   

o Abraham et al concluded that addition of EDTA to propofol did not alter calcium and 
magnesium homeostasis in critically ill ICU patients with acute pulmonary dysfunction.  
Dr. Troini notes in his review that the EDTA exposure in this study may have been close 
to that from 21-hour infusion of Acetadote (i.e. 52.5 mg)6.   
Higgins et al concluded that no change from baseline serum calcium or renal function 
was noted after dosing with propofol containing EDTA in vulnerable adult ICU patients. 
The mean dose of EDTA from propofol was 127 mg (range <1 – 548 mg) over 149 hours7.  

Reviewer Comment: EDTA exposures from potential clinically relevant doses of fosaprepitant IV 
are unlikely to produce a clinically meaningful hypocalcemia in pediatric CINV patients. EDTA at 

                                                      
2 Kost GJ, The significance of ionized calcium in cardiac and critical care. Availability and critical limits at US medical centers and children’s 
hospitals. Arch Pathol Lab Med. 1993 Sep; 117 (9): 890-6. 
3 Don-Wauchope et al, Clinical Biochemistry, 2009 
4 Delmar’s Guide to Laboratory and Diagnostic Tests (2nd edition, 2010) 
5 J Barr, et al., Cation metabolism during propofol sedation with and without EDTA in patients with impaired renal function. Intensive Care Med 
(2000). 26 Suppl 4: S433-42 
6 E Abraham, et al., Effects of propofol containing EDTA on mineral metabolism in medical ICU patients with pulmonary dysfunction. Intensive 
Care Med (2000). 26 Suppl 4: S422-S32. 
7 TL Higgins, et al., Trace element homeostasis during continuous sedation with propofol containing EDTA versus other sedatives in critically ill 
patients. Intensive Care Med (2000). 26 Suppl 4: S413- S21 
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anticipated exposure is estimated to reduce 1-2 % reduction of serum free calcium levels based 
on the dose. According to published ranges of serum calcium, reduction of ~ 30 % from low-
normal baseline is considered critically low in pediatric patients, with a more than 50 % 
reduction resulting in life-threatening complications.  In addition, previously reviewed literature 
supporting the safety of EDTA as an excipient in propofol did not indicate an adverse effect on 
calcium homeostasis.  While this information was not from pediatric patients, it is nevertheless 
reassuring that EDTA in IV formulations did not result in clinically relevant electrolyte changes in 
vulnerable adult populations.  

 
2) Evaluation of relative EDTA content in currently marketed IV drug products 

 
There are several marketed drug products containing EDTA that are approved for pediatric use.  
Acetylcysteine is used to treat acetaminophen overdose.  Acetylcysteine generic products 
deliver a total EDTA dose of approximately 18.75 mg (as three infusions over 21 hours) in a 25 
kg child, similar to the total amount of EDTA (18.8mg) in the proposed fosaprepitant drug 
product. Of this, 9.4 mg (50 %) EDTA dose delivery occurs during the first (loading dose) 
infusion over one hour. Coincidentally, the amount of EDTA delivered by a 3 mg/kg dose in a 25 
kg BW child is also estimated at 9.4 mg.  As a reminder, 25 kg BW was chosen as a threshold for 
this discussion, since the safety margin afforded by the highest evaluated EDTA dose of 0.75 
mg/kg in the juvenile dog study disappears at this BW threshold. 

 
Table 4 summarizes the dose of acetylcysteine and corresponding amount of EDTA from 
approved acetylcysteine generics containing EDTA. The doses are given as three increments 
over 21 hours, with a large portion of the total dose given during the first hour (loading dose).  
Acetylcysteine dosing information in the table below is derived from the labeling for 
Acetadote® for the purpose of this calculation. 
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Table 4 EDTA Exposures from Generic Acetylcysteine Products Based on Patient BW 

 

 
Source: Reviewer’s table, based on labeling for ACETADOTE (NDA 21539) 
 
In response to an information request, the Applicant for this 505(b)(2) NDA 210064 also 
provided the following table summarizing pediatric exposure to EDTA from other marketed IV 
drug products. Based on a fosaprepitant dosage of 3 mg/kg, children < 12 years (BW ranges 6 kg 
to 32 kg) are likely to receive EDTA doses ranging from 2.2 to 12 mg.  This range of exposure is 
comparable to the dose of EDTA delivered from other approved IV products for pediatric use as 
noted in the table below. 
 

BW Loading- 1st EDTA (mg) 2nd dose EDTA (mg) 3rd dose EDTA (mg) Total EDTA/day
1 hour (over 1 h) 4 hours (over 4h) 16 hours (over 16h) 21 hours

5 kg 750 mg 1.875 mg 250 mg 0.625 mg 500 mg 1.25 mg 3.75 mg
10 kg 1500 mg 3.75 mg 500 mg 1.25 mg 1000 mg 2.5 mg 7.5 mg
15 kg 2250 mg 5.625 mg 750 mg 1.875 mg 1500 mg 3.75 mg 11.25 mg
20 kg 3000 mg 7.5 mg 1000 mg 2.5 mg 2000 mg 5 mg 15 mg
25 kg 3750 mg 9.375 mg 1250 mg 3.125 mg 2500 mg 6.25 mg 18.75 mg
30 kg 4500 mg 11.25 mg 1500 mg 3.75 mg 3000 mg 7.5 mg 22.5 mg
40 kg 6000 mg 15 mg 2000 mg 5 mg 4000 mg 10 mg 30 mg
50 kg 7500 mg 18.75 mg 2500 mg 6.25 mg 5000 mg 12.5 mg 37.5 mg
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Table 5 IV Drug Products Containing EDTA Approved for Pediatric Use  

 

 
Source: Sponsor’s table ‘Pediatric exposure to EDTA from other IV marketed drug products’, on page 17 of 
response submitted to NDA 210064 on  05/03/2017 (in response to FDA Information Request dated 04/25/2017) 
[Note: Amphotec (NDA 050729) is discontinued; Depacon is approved for use in ≥10 y/o]  
 
The Applicant presented the worst case EDTA exposure for Aloxi, which assumes that an 
adolescent patient would receive the maximum allowed dose of 1.5 g, which provides mg of 
EDTA.  Aloxi is dosed in children 1 month to < 17 years of age, at a dose of 20 µg/kg/day 
(maximum of 1.5 mg per day) for prevention of chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting.  
The actual range of EDTA exposure from Aloxi will vary by patient age/BW. For example, a 2 y/o 
at 5th percentile for BW (10 kg), would receive 0.2 g of Aloxi which provides mg of EDTA. In an 
8 y/o child at 50th percentile for BW (25 kg), 0.5 g dose of Aloxi will provide mg of EDTA. In a 
12 y/o male patient at 95th percentile for BW (60 kg), the dose of Aloxi is 1.2 g that will provide 

mg of EDTA per dose.  
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Because the treatment of CINV typically involves combination of two or more drugs, we also 
estimated the calcium chelation potential for a higher total amount of EDTA, which may result 
from co-administration of the proposed fosaprepitant for injection with Aloxi, in pediatric 
patients (an off-label use scenario). Our informal calculations were conducted using body 
weight-based dosing for both drugs. Results suggest that the percentage calcium chelation 
values resulting from the combined EDTA doses from fosaprepitant + Aloxi are not drastically 
different (i.e., still fall within the range of ~ 1 to 2 % reduction of serum free calcium) from that 
of fosaprepitant alone. Therefore, these changes are unlikely to produce a clinically meaningful 
hypocalcemia in pediatric CINV patients. 

Reviewer Comment: There are currently approved IV products for pediatric CINV that provide 
EDTA doses of up to 11 mg in pediatric patients < 12 y/o.  These EDTA exposures are comparable 
to that anticipated at pediatric relevant doses of fosaprepitant IV of 3 mg/kg.  

3) Evaluation of current clinical guidelines for the prevention of pediatric CINV

Guidelines from the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO 2011), Multi-national 
Association for Supportive Care in Cancer/European Society of Medical Oncology 
(MASCC/ESMO, 2016) and the Pediatric Oncology Group of Ontario (POGO, 2015) do not list 
fosaprepitant for the prevention of pediatric CINV (refer to Table 2 for clinical guidelines).  The 
absence of fosaprepitant IV in these guidelines appears to be primarily due to the lack of 
adequate published information on the safety and efficacy of the drug in pediatric patients. 

FDA approved the use of oral aprepitant (3-day) for pediatric CINV patients’ ≥ 6 months as of 
08/28/2015 (NDA 21549; Capsules) and 12/17/2015 (NDA 207865; suspension).  Oral 
aprepitant does not contain EDTA.  Current clinical practice guidelines for the prevention of 
CINV in adults recommend a 3-drug combination consisting of an NK1 receptor antagonist 
(aprepitant or fosaprepitant IV) along with a 5HT-3 receptor antagonist and a corticosteroid for 
highly emetogenic chemotherapy regimens (HEC). With the 2015 approval of oral aprepitant 
(capsules and suspension) in pediatric CINV, the clinical guidelines for pediatric CINV with HEC 
regimens now include the 3-day oral aprepitant regimen in combination with other drugs.  

Reviewer Comment: While the current clinical guidelines for the prevention of pediatric CINV do 
not include fosaprepitant IV, the approval of oral aprepitant has made an NK1 receptor 
antagonist available as part of the pediatric CINV prevention regimen. 

4) Assessment of the extent of off-label pediatric CINV use of fosaprepitant

The Division of Epidemiology II (DEPI II) was consulted to provide an estimate of off-label 
pediatric use of fosaprepitant IV, stratified by patient age from 2013-2016.  Table 6 summarizes 
the findings from the drug use review. Data suggests that pediatric utilization of fosaprepitant 
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fosaprepitant IV in pediatric patients: 
 

• A retrospective chart review included all pediatric patients less than 18 years of age who 
received fosaprepitant at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center from July 2011 to 
November 20169.   Thirty-one patient charts representing a total of 105 doses of 
fosaprepitant were reviewed. Median age was 15 (range 2-17) years.   Fosaprepitant 
was found to be safe and tolerable in children with CINV.  

Reviewer Comment: It should be noted that the abstract did not specify the fosaprepitant 
dose(s) used in the study. 

• A retrospective chart review included all pediatric patients at Children’s Hospital in 
Cleveland, OH who received fosaprepitant between April 2015 and October 201610.  The 
authors noted that in 2015, fosaprepitant was added to their hospital formulary for 
pediatric patients receiving moderate to highly emetogenic chemotherapy, and that the 
dose established was 150mg for weight ≥30kg or 3mg/kg/dose for < 30kg. A preliminary 
safety evaluation of 20 patients aged 9 months through 16 years who received 87 doses 
of fosaprepitant for CINV prophylaxis was conducted. Six patients < 30kg received 
3mg/kg/dose; the other 14 patients received a dose of 150mg. Authors noted that one 
patient experienced an infusion related reaction (event and age of the patient was not 
specified in the abstract) that was resolved after the infusion was stopped.  

Reviewer Comment: Overall, the off-label use of fosaprepitant IV in clinical practice does not 
appear to be extensive.  Although use may be underestimated as data from pediatric oncology 
clinics/hospitals were not specifically captured, two large pediatric academic centers that 
examined the safety profile of fosaprepitant in pediatrics do not signal a safety concern 
attributable to fosaprepitant, or to EDTA specifically. 

 
5) Evaluation of FAERS reports from pediatric off-label use of fosaprepitant IV 

  
The Division of Pharmacovigilance I was consulted by DGIEP on 02/03/2017 to conduct a search 
of the FAERS database for all post-marketing AE reports associated with the use of 
fosaprepitant. In addition to a broad search, Division requested DPV I to review three AEs of 
interest namely, zinc deficiency, anaphylaxis/anaphylactic shock, and cardiac events. Refer to 
the Pharmacovigilance reviews by Dr. Kimberley Swank dated 03/28/2017 and 06/16/2017.   
 
Although the focus of the current NDA and the FAERS consult is the proposed population (i.e. 
                                                      
9 Dazhi Liu et al, Fosaprepitant use in children and adolescents at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. J Clin Oncol 35, 2017 (suppl; abstr 
10575)   
10 Kusick et al,  Safety and efficacy of fosaprepitant in pediatric patients for prevention of chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting.  J Clin 
Oncol 35, 2017 (suppl; abstr e22023)   
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adult CINV), additional information was sought regarding any pediatric cases. The DPV I 
reviewer clarified that 11 of 620 FAERS reports for fosaprepitant IV (from 2011- 2017) were in 
patients ≤ 17 years of age.  
 
The following is a brief summary of the 6 pediatric cases in children <12y (off-label or clinical 
trial use), identified in FAERS:  
 

• An 11 y/o female patient experienced cough, difficulty breathing, vomiting and a 
reported drop in systolic blood pressure on her 3rd exposure to fosaprepitant IV for CINV 
(150 mg). Patient reportedly received Solu-Medrol, Zantac and epinephrine with good 
response. 

Reviewer Comment: While drug-related hypersensitivity appears likely, AEs cannot be attributed 
to any particular ingredient of the formulation, including EDTA. 

 
• A 5 y/o female patient experienced cough, difficulty breathing, vomiting and drop in 

SpO2 after 1st exposure to fosaprepitant IV (~18 mg of a 45 mg dose was infused, before 
treatment discontinuation). The event appears to have resolved within the day, with no 
treatment. The reporting physician downgraded the event from anaphylactic shock to 
drug allergy.  

Reviewer Comment: The case narrative suggests a temporal association of adverse events with 
fosaprepitant use. However, there are insufficient data to attribute the AEs specifically to EDTA.   

• A 5 y/o female patient receiving IV doses of fosaprepitant (1st and 2nd doses unknown,  
3rd dose of 45 mg; doses were given 2-3 weeks apart) experienced  facial pallor, 
peripheral coldness, transient drop in SpO2 after 5 minutes into her 2nd dose, and 
abdominal discomfort and nausea within 5 minutes after 3rd exposure. Symptoms 
resolved without treatment. Investigator downgraded the case from ‘anaphylactic 
shock’ to ‘drug allergy’. There were reportedly no other causal factors. 

Reviewer Comment: The case narrative suggests a temporal association of AEs with 
fosaprepitant use. However, there are insufficient data to attribute the AEs specifically to EDTA.  

 
• A 4 y/o male patient with neuroblastoma received an unknown dose of fosaprepitant or 

matching placebo in a clinical trial, and experienced febrile neutropenia, and seizures 
during chemotherapy.  The subject eventually recovered, andthe principle investigator 
of the trial believed that fosaprepitant was responsible for a rise in ifosfamide drug 
concentrations, resulting in encephalopathy.   

Reviewer Comment: There was insufficient detail in the narrative to establish causality.  In 
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addition, it was not clear from the narrative whether the patient received drug or placebo. 

 
Two additional cases in patients ≤ 12 y/o were unrelated to the treatment. In these cases, AEs 
were reported as inappropriate drug administration schedule, dysphagia, and kidney stones, 
and were unrelated to the study drug. 
 
Five cases occurred in adolescents, and three were determined to be cases of anaphylactic 
reaction/shock by DPV I.  Anaphylaxis and anaphylactic shock are labeled events of 
fosaprepitant11. 
 

• A 15 y/o female patient with Ewing’s Sarcoma developed acute anaphylactic shock after 
her second exposure to 150 mg EMEND IV. The patient reportedly received few 
milliliters of EMEND IV upon admission for CINV. The patient developed acute 
anaphylactic reaction requiring oxygen supplementation, epinephrine, and Solu-Medrol.  
She recovered and chemotherapy was re-initiated in the morning. The narrative noted 
that the patient received a previous full dose of IV EMEND with no documented AEs. 
Specific symptoms were not described in the narrative. 

Reviewer Comment: The case narrative describes an anaphylactic reaction during a second 
exposure to fosaprepitant IV. However, there are insufficient data to attribute the AEs 
specifically to EDTA. 

 
• A 15 y/o white male patient with neuroblastoma experienced anaphylactic shock five 

minutes into the 1st dose of fosaprepitant IV (EMEND INJETAVEL) injection, 150 mg 
diluted in 250 mL of saline with ondansetron. Patient received hydrocortisone sodium 
succinate and recovered. A re-challenge at 3 weeks had similar outcome, despite pre-
treatment with glucocorticoids. The patient received diphenhydramine as a treatment 
and recovered from the AE.  Symptoms of the event were not described in the narrative. 

Reviewer Comment: A positive re-challenge suggests drug-related anaphylaxis.  However, there 
are insufficient data to attribute the AEs specifically to EDTA. 

 
• A 17 y/o female patient with Hodgkin’s disease developed anaphylactic shock within 2 

minutes after initiation of 150 mg fosaprepitant IV for CINV (1st exposure).  The AE was 
noted to occur within 2 minutes after the suspect drug was initiated.  The infusion was 
interrupted and fosaprepitant was not re-administered. Patient recovered after 
treatment with Prednisolone 100 mg.  Symptoms were not described in the narrative. 

                                                      
11 Refer to drugs@fda for an updated labeling for EMEND® for Injection [NDA 22023, Supplement-16; 08/09/2017] 
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Reviewer Comment: The temporal association of AEs with fosaprepitant suggests drug-related 
anaphylactic shock, although symptoms related to the event were not described in the 
narrative.  There are insufficient data to attribute the AEs specifically to EDTA. 

 
The remaining two cases in adolescent patients had insufficient detail to ascertain causality: 

• A 15 y/o male patient with Hodgkin’s lymphoma experienced dyspnea, and skin 
discoloration (‘turned purple’) after receiving a single dose of EMEND IV (150 mg). The 
patient received epinephrine and recovered. 

• A 14 y/o female with osteosarcoma experienced increased drug levels of methotrexate 
after treatment with an unknown dose of fosaprepitant during a clinical trial.  There is 
insufficient information to determine causality. It is unclear whether the patient 
received the drug or placebo.  

Reviewer Comment: Overall, the small number of cases reported in off-label post-marketing 
pediatric use of fosaprepitant IV do not appear to suggest AEs in children < 12 y/o that are 
specifically attributable to EDTA in the formulation.  

 
6. Evaluation of relevant regulatory history of various drug products containing EDTA 

  
As noted in an earlier section of this review, safety concerns related to three drug products with 
edetate disodium (EDTA) may have prompted concerns over the safety of EDTA, particularly in 
pediatric patients.  These include, 1) LEUKINE (Sargramostim; GM-CSF; BLA 103362; Bayer), 2) 
ENDRATE (edetate disodium; NDA 11355; ANDA # 40376; #40437), and 3) ACETADOTE 
(acetylcysteine; NDA 21539; Cumberland Pharma).   
 
In 2008, liquid LEUKINE (sargramostim) was voluntarily recalled when a temporal association of 
newly observed syncope with or without hypotension was noted with the addition of EDTA to 
the formulation.  Available information suggests that these events likely resulted from a PK 
interaction between the biologic and EDTA resulting in an altered PK profile (i.e. higher 
absorption), potentially leading to altered pharmacodynamics.  This explanation was also noted 
in the clinical review for ACETADOTE Citizen’s Petition, in which Dr. Troini noted “The BLA 
record revealed that in ensuing communications between Bayer and FDA, it was noted that 
EDTA resulted in rapid initial absorption of the active moiety GM-CSF, which resulted in higher 
plasma concentrations of GM-CSF. The increase in prevalence of adverse events, which seemed 
to coincide temporally with the new formulation, seemed attributable to the higher early peak 
serum concentration of Leukine®.”  Therefore, adverse events were thought to have occurred 
secondary to a drug-drug interaction, rather than specifically attributable to EDTA. 

 
Also in 2008, ENDRATE and its generic versions (edetate disodium; EDTA for treatment of 
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hypercalcemia) were withdrawn for reasons of safety; it should be noted that EDTA was the 
primary active ingredient in these formulations (not an excipient) and was administered at very 
large doses (50 mg/kg over a 3 h period, up to 3 g). The adverse events in children were due to 
misuse or accidental use of edetate disodium (in place of edetate calcium disodium or other 
drugs) in normo-calcemic patients.  This resulted in critical hypocalcemia and cardiac arrest.  

 
In 2004, FDA approved ACETADOTE (acetylcysteine) formulation with EDTA, along with a post-
marketing commitment to evaluate the stability of the formulation with and without EDTA. This 
was prompted by clinical trial incidence of drug allergy and anaphylaxis for which causality 
could not be established. In 2011, an EDTA-free ACETADOTE was approved.  However, as noted 
in the DGIEP Memo for a Citizen’s petition in 201212, the original ACETADOTE with EDTA was 
not withdrawn for reasons of safety, nor was it recalled. Thus, there are currently approved 
generic versions of acetylcysteine containing the same amount of EDTA as the original EDTA-
containing ACETADOTE formulation.  
  
Reviewer Comment: With the exception of Endrate, in which EDTA was the active ingredient and 
administered in high doses with adverse events due to misuse or accidental use, there does not 
appear to be a regulatory precedent for an application that was denied approval or withdrawn 
for reasons of safety, in which EDTA was determined to play a primary role.   

 Povidone K12 8.5.2.

Povidone, or Polyvinyl Pyrrolidone (PVP), is used as  in the 
proposed formulation, and its primary function is to  

  It is used as an excipient in both oral and 
injectable formulations.  As shown in Table 7, Povidone K12 is an excipient that is used in other 
FDA approved parenteral formulations. 
 

                                                      
12 NDA 21-935, ‘Safety Assessment of EDTA in Acetadote (acetylcysteine) Injection’, clinical review by Dr. John Troiani, in response to a Citizen’s 
Petition; finalized on 10/26/2012 
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This reviewer also conducted a literature search to identify any other potential safety signals of 
interest.    Povidone is marketed in different grades varying in their molecular weight (MW). 
Published literature13 suggests that long-term use of high MW PVP in large quantities as plasma 
expanders or for nutritional support may result in the accumulation of the polymers in the 
reticuloendothelial system, as these high MW polymers are prevented from renal excretion.   
The resultant ‘PVP storage disease’ in the bone or soft tissue may be mistaken pathologically 
for tumors of the soft tissue or hereditary storage disease, and prolonged administration may 
cause bone destruction, skin lesions, arthritis and polyneuropathy.  

Povidone K12, which is the excipient in the proposed fosaprepitant formulation, is a low MW 
excipient of   Ravin et al concluded that “P.V.P. with a molecular weight below 
25,000 promptly leaves the glomerulus, and is therefore of no value as an effective plasma-
volume expander. The glomerulus can excrete within a few days all P.V.P. of molecular weight 
40,000 or below14”.  The Sponsor of this NDA also notes that although there are no available 
specific clinical studies with Povidone K12, low molecular weight povidone would be expected 
to have better elimination through glomerular filtration and accumulation in reticuloendothelial 
system may be less.   

Reviewer Comment: There are no safety concerns with the use of Povidone K12 in the proposed 
formulations from a clinical perspective.  Docetaxel for injection, an approved formulation by 
Actavis, provides the highest amount of Povidone K12 per day, compared to the proposed 
fosaprepitant formulation, which provides 600 mg of Povidone K12 per dose. Safety of Povidone 
K12 at 15-times the anticipated exposure has been established in nonclinical studies.  In 
addition, low MW povidone K12 is expected to undergo prompt renal excretion without 
accumulation in organs.  The proposed product is intended for intermittent, single dose usage in 
conjunction with chemotherapy, thus it appears that any accumulation concerns are further 
mitigated.  

 Meglumine 8.5.3.

Meglumine is an amino sugar derived from sorbitol and helps to  
 in formulation.  It is an FDA approved excipient in pharmaceuticals via different 

administration routes (e.g. oral, intravenous). The proposed drug product contains an 
additional 75 mg of meglumine compared to the LD, and is also used as part of the API 
(fosaprepitant dimeglumine). According to the Sponsor, IV administration of fosaprepitant 
dimeglumine (245.3 mg salt, equivalent to 150 mg of free base) results in its conversion to 
active aprepitant and in the process releases 23.9 mg of phosphoric acid and 95.3 mg of 

13 Huang WC et al, Polyvinylpyrrolidone storage disease presenting as pathologic fracture and anemia: report of a case with imprint cytology. 
Diagn Cytopathol. 2012 Jan; 40(1): 69-72. 
14 Ravin HA, Polyvinyl pyrrolidone as a plasma expander; studies on its excretion, distribution and metabolism. N Engl J Med. 1952 Dec 11; 247 
(24): 921-9 
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meglumine. Thus, the total amount of meglumine provided by a single IV dose of fosaprepitant 
dimeglumine is approximately 170 mg.   

 
There are four FDA approved products for IV use containing meglumine as a salt, summarized in 
Table 8. All approved products containing meglumine appear to be diagnostic contrast media 
and provide a maximum daily intake of meglumine that exceed the total amount of meglumine 
(170 mg) generated by a single administration of 150 mg fosaprepitant dimeglumine for 
injection. 

 
Table 8 Approved IV Drug Products Containing Meglumine (salt) 

 

 

 
Source: Extracted from sponsor’s table 5 from page 20 of the non-clinical overview -NDA 210064 
 

Reviewer Comment: The amount of meglumine in the proposed formulation is acceptable from 
a clinical perspective. No specific concerns relevant to the proposed product were noted upon 
literature search for meglumine.   

 Safety Analyses by Demographic Subgroups 8.6.

Not applicable. See Section 5.2. 

 Specific Safety Studies/Clinical Trials 8.7.

Not applicable. See Section 5.2. 
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 Additional Safety Explorations  8.8.

Refer to section 8.5 of this review for additional safety explorations conducted during the 
clinical review of this application. 
 

 Safety in the Postmarket Setting 8.9.

 Safety Concerns Identified Through Postmarket Experience 8.9.1.

The Sponsor provided a critical analysis of the clinical data pertaining to the safety of 
fosaprepitant in the intended population post-approval, and concluded that the available data 
from postmarketing reports and publications support the safety and efficacy of fosaprepitant IV 
in a population with CINV.  Data indicate that potential concerns for safety and tolerability that 
may be unique to fosaprepitant IV formulation include infusion site reactions, ISRs and 
hypersensitivity reactions.  The Sponsor noted that overall the available data support a 
favorable benefit/risk profile of fosaprepitant IV in combination with a 5-HT3 antagonist and 
dexamethasone for the prevention of acute and delayed CINV due to HEC, and the prevention 
of delayed nausea and vomiting due to treatment with MEC regimens.  In addition, a search of 
the post-marketing safety reporting for the LD indicated that the reported events were 
primarily related to anaphylactic reactions and ISRs as captured through the FAERS database 
search and a review of the published retrospective studies on fosaprepitant use. 

 
Additional assessments of postmarketing safety were also carried out by this reviewer and the 
Division of Pharmacovigilance I (DPV-I) to identify any potential new safety signals since 
approval: 
 

• This reviewer conducted a literature search and found that published studies on 
fosaprepitant also highlighted a higher incidence of infusion site adverse events 
including pain, erythema and thrombophlebitis with the use of fosaprepitant15,16,17.   
 

o In breast cancer patients receiving doxorubicin/cyclophosphamide (AC) 
chemotherapy, the incidence of infusion-site adverse reactions was much higher 
for fosaprepitant vs. aprepitant-based regimens (34.7 % vs. 2.3 %).  All reported 
events were associated with peripheral IV access. Most commonly reported 

                                                      
15 Grunberg S, Single-dose fosaprepitant for the prevention of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting associated with cisplatin therapy: 
randomized, double-blind study protocol--EASE. J Clin Oncol. 2011 Apr 10;29(11):1495-501. 
16 Saito H et al, Efficacy and safety of single-dose fosaprepitant in the prevention of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting in patients 
receiving high-dose cisplatin: a multicentre, randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled phase 3 trial. Ann Oncol. 2013 Apr;24(4):1067-73. 
17 Weinstein C et al, Single-dose fosaprepitant for the prevention of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting associated with moderately 
emetogenic chemotherapy: results of a randomized, double-blind phase III trial. Ann Oncol. 2016 Jan; 27(1):172-8. 
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events included infusion site pain, erythema, swelling, superficial thrombosis, 
infusion-site hives, and thrombophlebitis. Authors note that the incidence of 
infusion site AEs for AC-based regimens is much higher than previously reported 
for fosaprepitant18.   

 
o The same authors also evaluated the infusion site reactions with fosaprepitant in 

patients on platinum-based regimens. Authors note that among 81 patients on 
these non-AC platinum regimens, the incidence of ISAE was 7.4%. The most 
commonly reported ISAEs were swelling (3%), extravasation (3%), and phlebitis 
(3%). When stratified by regimen, fosaprepitant was reported to be associated 
with a statistically significant increased risk of infusion site adverse events in the 
anthracycline group compared to the platinum group19. 

 
o The potential for regimen-specific effects of fosaprepitant was evaluated in 267 

oncology patients who were administered anthracycline- or cisplatin-based 
regimens. 41.7% of patients administered fosaprepitant experienced infusion 
site AEs. On the other hand, only 10.9% of patients administered aprepitant 
experienced AEs. A statistically significant overall increased risk of infusion site 
reaction was reported for fosaprepitant, but when evaluated separately 
according to chemotherapy regimen, this relationship appeared to be largely 
confined to patients receiving an anthracycline-based regimen. No association 
was observed among patients on cisplatin-based regimens.  The authors 
concluded that fosaprepitant is associated with an elevated risk of infusion site 
reaction in patients receiving anthracyclines20. 

 
o A higher incidence of infusion site reactions (15%) was noted in a retrospective 

review of records from patients who received the drug through a peripheral line.  
The authors noted that the incidence with peripheral administration was much 
higher than that reported in the package insert21. 

 
o In patients receiving anthracycline regimens, the incidence of infusion-site 

reactions was significantly higher in the fosaprepitant group compared to the 
control group (67 % vs. 16 %).  The authors noted that no infusion site reactions 

                                                      
18 Leal AD et al, Fosaprepitant-induced phlebitis: a focus on patients receiving doxorubicin/cyclophosphamide therapy. Support Care Cancer. 
2014 May; 22(5):1313-7. 
19 Hegerova LT et al, An analysis of fosaprepitant-induced venous toxicity in patients receiving highly emetogenic chemotherapy. Support Care 
Cancer. 2015 Jan;23(1):55-9. 
20 Fujii et al, Differential impact of fosaprepitant on infusion site adverse events between cisplatin- and anthracycline-based chemotherapy 
regimens. Anticancer Res. 2015 Jan; 35(1):379-83. 
21 Lundberg JD et al, Incidence of infusion-site reactions associated with peripheral intravenous administration of fosaprepitant. Support Care 
Cancer. 2014 Jun; 22(6):1461-6. 
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occurred after the administration route was changed to central venous injection 
or to oral aprepitant, despite continuing the chemotherapy regimens22. 

Reviewer Comment: Recent publications suggest that the incidence of infusion-site adverse 
events with fosaprepitant seem higher than previously reported (vs. aprepitant or placebo).  In 
addition, reports suggest that the incidence may vary with the chemotherapy regimen (higher 
incidence with anthracyclines vs. platinum based) and may primarily occur with the use of 
peripheral administration of the drug (vs. central line).  Infusion site AEs are also captured in the 
FAERS search by DPV I. 

 
• DPV-I was consulted to conduct a FAERS database search to identify potential new 

safety signals since approval.  Refer to Pharmacovigilance memorandum by Dr. 
Kimberley Swank, dated 03/28/2017.  DPV-1 recommended incorporation of 
‘anaphylactic shock’ into the product labeling for the LD, along with additional PTs of 
interest.   

Reviewer Comment: The LD labeling was updated on 08/09/2017 to include anaphylactic shock, 
along with associated symptoms of hypotension and syncope. For final labeling agreements, see 
the EMEND for Injection product label at drugs@fda. The proposed 505b(2) application labeling 
will also be revised to reflect the updated warnings to the LD labeling. 

 
A second review was completed by DPV I from 08/01/2010 through 02/03/2017 
addressing  ISRs.  The following is a brief summary of DPV I findings and 
recommendations: 
 
o 73 unique case reports for ISRs were identified from the FAERS search.  Of these, 

41/73 resulted in serious outcome (e.g. hospitalization, disability); 43 were domestic 
and 30 were foreign cases.  Twenty of the foreign cases were from Japan where the 
infusion rate for fosaprepitant is 1.5 mg/mL (vs. 1 mg/mL in the U.S.).  In 29/73 
cases, patients reportedly received a concomitant vesicant chemotherapy (all 
anthracycline-based per DPV I reviewer).  A peripheral line was used for 
fosaprepitant administration in 14/73 cases, while a majority (59/73) of the reports 
did not have information on the site of infusion.  ISRs occurred after 1st, 2nd or 3rd 
dose of fosaprepitant, with 39/73 reporting mild to moderate ISRs (pain, erythema, 
swelling and phlebitis that resolved). 34/73 reported serious ISRs, with prolonged 
duration of AEs (e.g. extravasation, constricted or hardened veins, necrosis, 
thrombosis, vasculitis etc). Please refer to the DPV I review dated 06/16/2016 for a 

                                                      
22 Sato Y et al, Highly frequent and enhanced injection site reaction induced by peripheral venous injection of fosaprepitant in anthracycline-
treated patients. J Cancer. 2014 Apr 24; 5(5):390-7. 
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detailed report and description of select cases with a serious outcome, including two 
patients who required surgical intervention due to severe extravasation and 
swelling. 

o Several published retrospective studies were summarized, and indicated that the 
incidence of ISRs with fosaprepitant injection is higher than that reported in the 
current labeling.  The reviewer noted that the low reported incidence (2.2 to 3%) 
and mild to moderate severity reported in the clinical trials section of the labeling 
for the listed drug could be because of single dose use, and the absence of 
anthracycline based regimens in those trials.  The DPVI reviewer also contacted the 
author of one of the studies to understand whether there was a change in the 
incidence of ISRs after implementation of a revised fosaprepitant infusion protocol 
(150 mg dose diluted in 250 mL of normal saline, and administered over 30 minutes; 
i.e. 0.6 mg/mL).  The authors reportedly noted a significantly lower incidence of ISRs 
(5.74 % vs. 28.7 %) compared to the original administration regimen (1 mg/mL over 
20 minutes) [unpublished data].   
 

Based on review of FAERS cases and published studies, DPV I recommended 1) adding ISRs, 
particularly in patients receiving concomitant anthracycline-based chemotherapy regimens, to 
the Warnings and Precautions section of the fosaprepitant product label and 2) adding 
mitigating strategies, such as prolonging the infusion rate, diluting the concentration, or 
discontinuing the drug.   

Reviewer Comment: Additional clinical experience with fosaprepitant for CINV suggests a larger 
incidence of ISRs.  This reviewer concurs with DPV I recommendation to include infusion site 
reactions in the approved labeling to provide updated information on this AE, as well as steps to 
mitigate ISRs. Labeling negotiations are ongoing with the LD Sponsor at the time of this writing.  
For final labeling agreements, see the approved product label once available. 

 Expectations on Safety in the Postmarket Setting  8.9.2.

Concerns related to pediatric off-label use were addressed, primarily in the context of the 
excipient, edetate disodium. Please refer to section 8.5.1 of this review. 

 Additional Safety Issues From Other Disciplines  8.10.

No additional safety issues were noted by other review disciplines. 

 Integrated Assessment of Safety 8.11.

NDA 210064 for fosaprepitant for injection is a 505(b)(2) submission relying upon the safety 
and efficacy of the listed drug, EMEND for Injection (NDA 22023).  The safety of fosaprepitant 
(pro-drug) and its active moiety (aprepitant) are well-established in the proposed population of 
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adult CINV patients (NDA 22023; NDA 21549).   There were no new clinical trials submitted in 
support of this NDA.  The primary differences between the proposed and listed drug were with 
regard to the inactive ingredients. A biowaiver request for this injectable formulation was 
deemed acceptable by the biopharmaceutics review discipline. This NDA review therefore 
focused primarily on the formulation differences between the proposed drug product and the 
LD from a clinical perspective. In particular, difference in the amounts of edetate disodium 
(EDTA), including the implications of these differences on safety in a potential off-label pediatric 
use scenario were addressed (refer to section 8.5.1).  Two new excipients in the proposed 
formulation, meglumine and povidine K12, were deemed acceptable by the nonclinical review 
discipline.  A review of published literature and FAERS database identified several cases of 
anaphylaxis/anaphylactic shock with additional symptoms, as well as an increased incidence of 
infusion site reactions (refer to section 8.9.1). The labeling for the LD has been updated on 
08/09/2017 to include language related to anaphylactic shock and associated symptoms. 
Although ISRs are currently labeled, additional changes to the LD label in this regard are being 
negotiated with the LD Sponsor at the time of this writing.  The proposed drug product labeling 
will be modified to reflect the LD labeling.  Overall, the proposed drug product is deemed safe 
for its intended use in the proposed adult CINV population. 

9 Advisory Committee Meeting and Other External Consultations 

An Advisory Committee meeting was not needed for this 505(b)(2) NDA. 

10 Labeling Recommendations 

 Prescribing Information 10.1.

 
At the time of writing this review, final labeling negotiations with the applicant are pending. 
The proposed labeling is identical to that for the LD, EMEND® (fosaprepitant; NDA 22023) for 
injection, with the exception of a statement in Section 8.4 to address the higher amount of 
EDTA in the proposed formulation, compared to the LD. The proposed labeling draft at the time 
of writing of this review is shown below: 

•  

 

Please refer to the final approved PI for agreed upon labeling. 
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 Patient Labeling 10.2.

Please refer to the final approved patient labeling. 

 Nonprescription Labeling 10.3.

Not applicable 

11 Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategies (REMS) 

 Safety Issue(s) that Warrant Consideration of a REMS 11.1.

Not applicable 

 Conditions of Use to Address Safety Issue(s) 11.2.

Not applicable 

 Recommendations on REMS  11.3.

No REMS were deemed necessary for this 505(b)(2) NDA for fosaprepitant IV. 

12 Postmarketing Requirements and Commitments 

No PMRs or PMCs were deemed necessary for this 505(b)(2) NDA for fosaprepitant IV. 

13 Appendices 

  References 13.1.

See footnotes 

 Financial Disclosure 13.2.

Not applicable 
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